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Unit	1

1	 Choose the correct verb.

1	 I don’t feel / appear very well. Perhaps I ate 
something bad.

2	 Fruit doesn’t contain / consist a lot of protein.

3	 I don’t believe / realise that being vegetarian is very 
healthy.

4	 That pasta sounds / smells fantastic. Can I 
taste / want some, please?

5	 I like / dislike bananas but I prefer strawberries.

6	 I can’t remember / recognise when we last went to 
the cinema.

7	 I’m sorry but I don’t understand / mean you.

8	 That music hears / sounds great. What is it?

2	 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
word in capitals.

1	 I don’t drink a lot of fruit juice because it’s 
very  acidic . ACID

2	 I try to have a      diet. I eat five portions 
of fruit and vegetables a day. HEALTH

3	 When you have an     , you should 
drink      tea. ILL, HERB

4	 Are you     ? Would you like a drink? 
THIRST

5	 Tell me the     . Do I need to go on a 
diet? TRUE

6	 You shouldn’t eat so many biscuits, you need 
a      diet. SENSE

7	 Smoking is      and      to your 
health. DANGER, HARM

8	 What      are these aspirin? I’ve got a 
headache. STRONG

Unit	2

1	 Complete the sentences with the correct materials. 
Use the clues to help you.

1	 B r o n z e is metal made by mixing copper (Cu) and 
tin (Sn). It is often used in sculpture.

2	 C     c         is a Roman invention. It’s a 
powder that becomes very hard when mixed with 
water. It is used in buildings as well as art.

3	 G       (Au) is one of the most valuable metals.

4	 C     db         is a hard form of paper used to 
make boxes.

5	 R       e   comes from certain trees. It’s used to 
make car tyres.

6	 I     n (Fe) is a common metal used to make steel.

7	 S     ds        is a type of rock often used in 
buildings. 

8	 Pl           is a powder that becomes hard when 
mixed with water. It is commonly used on walls. 

2	 Add the suffix -ment to these verbs, and complete 
the sentences.

advertise    amaze    argue    arrange    
equip    move    pay     treat

1	 They have already made all the  arrangements  
for their wedding.

2	 Impressionism was an artistic       that 
started in Paris in the 1870s.

3	 Film crews need a lot of       like 
cameras, lights and microphones to make a film.

4	 My parents had an       because my 
mum loved the film and my dad didn’t!

5	 A lot of film directors start their careers by 
making      for TV.

6	 To my      , I really enjoyed the book. 
I really didn’t think I would.

7	 Have you received       for the acting 
job you did last month? 

8	 I sprained my wrist and had to go to the nurse 
for      .
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